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INTRODUCTION 

The implementation package summarizes Colorado research projects 

which have investigated the causes and treatments of swelling in cut 

sections of highways. The results show that several inches or a few 

feet of granular material placed on subgrades under pavement is a 

poor design in soils that have swell potential. A waterproofing of 

the subgrade or increasing the moisture content to AASHTO T99 optimum 

down for a few feet will result in a more stable roadway. 

THE PROBLEM 

Swelling soils in Colorado have been causing considerable problems 

and expense for maintenancemen and hazards for motorists since highways 

were paved. The trouble spots are in cut sections. Embankments made 

of swelling soils but with closely controlled moisture and density 

cause very few problems. 

A research project was begun in 1962 by the University of Colorado 

in an attempt to determine the mechanism of expansion of certain clay 

soils in Colorado. As a result of this and subsequent investigations, 

Colorado Division of Highways engineers and University of Colorado 

investigators(l) concluded in 1967 the following: 

1. The distress is in the form of differential 

swelling or volume change. 

2. The swelling is deep-seated - probably effective 

down to depths of 20 to 25 feet, although the 

majority of the volume change is from the upper 

portion of the subgrade, due to surface water. 

3. The swelling is definitely associated with an 

increase in moisture in the subgrade, although 

some volume change may take place with very 

little increase in moisture if the soil is 

already quite moist. 

4. The soil classification alone is not a very good 

indication of the amount of swell which a subgrade 
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will display. The moisture in the soil must also 

be considered. In the case of the distressed area 

on this project, it appears that the natural field 

moisture was 15%, the top foot or two waS manipulated 

and compacted at nearly 30%, but the layers below 

this level remained very close to 15% moisture. The 

clays and shale are actually absorbing water up to 

approximately 35%, and increasing in volume by 10% 

in going from 15% to this 35% value. 

Prior to that time, the usual surfacing design for highways was 

for a thickness of subbase based on the california Bearing Ratio, four 

to six inches of aggregate base course and three to eight inches of 

pavement. This was proven to be an inadequate design in cuts through 

swelling soils. 

GUIDELINES TO SOLUTION 

Maintaining the swelling soil subgrade moisture content at the 

in situ amount is one method of preventing future distress of highways. 

Good drainage - wide ditches and sUbdrains to intercept water - is a 

conventional method of solution. Increasing the moisture content to 

AASHTO T99 optimum and maintaining it is another, but avoiding areas 

of swelling soils is the best method. Since it is virtually impossible 

to avoid these soils in Colorado, the other solutions are recommended 

for this State. 

TESIING PROCEDURES USED BY COLORADO 

There are many methods of testing soils to determine whether or 

not there is a swelling potential. We do not know of a universal test, 

however, that will accurately predict the amount of swelling that will 

occur in a particular section of highway. 

Colorado Division of Highways relies a great deal on the plasticity 

index of a soil as an indication of swelling potential. A high 

plasticity index usually means that the material is a swelling soil. 
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The PI, as it is commonly called, is determined by AASHTO T89 

Mechanical Method (for liquid limit), and AASHTO Method T90 (plastic 

limit and plasticity index). See Appendix A page 10 for a description 

of these test methods. 

If a soil has a high PI and, therefore, is suspected of being 

a swelling type soil, then the District Materials engineer may request 

Staff Materials to perform a third cycle expansion pressure test on 

a sample of the soil in question. This test is Colorado Procedure 

L-3103 and is printed as Appendix B page 22 along with an example. 

This will indicate the amount of cover - reconditioned subgrade, 

subbase, base and surfacing material - required to oppose the swelling 

force. Even though the results of the third cycle expansion pressure 

test indicate total cover required, the test is used primarily to 

determine the existence of an expansive soil at field moisture conditions 

and if subgrading is required. If so, the actual depth of treatment 

is determined using the plasticity index as outlined in Appendix C. 

Some designers use DOH Memo #323 Appendix C page 2.8 for a guide 

to specify the amount of subexcavation and backfilling needed in 

swelling soils. 

COLORADO'S EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENTS OF SWELLING SOILS 

Clifton Project(2) This project had several different test 

sections in roadway cuts through Mancos Shale and some 

standard design sections in embankments. CBR swell tests 

indicated that this shale had a potential swell of 0.4 to 

3.1% wi th an average of 1.6%. A description of the treatment 

of the subgrades for each section i s given. 

Section 
Number 

1. & 7. 

2. & 8. 

Treatment 

Subexcavated 2 ft., backfilled with coarse 
aggregate (3/4" to 1/4"). 

Subexcavated 2 ft., backfilled with Class 2 
subbase (95-100% pass the 3 in. sieve and 
5-15% pass the No. 200) . 
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Section 
Number 

3.,5", 
15., & 19. 

4. & 6. 

9. & 11. 

10. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

Treatment 

Subexcavated 2 ft., backfilled with fine sand. 

SUbexcavated 2 ft., backfilled with Structure 
backfill (granular). 

Standard (scarified 1 ft. deep, wetted and 
compacted) • 

4% hydrated lime mixed in the top 1 ft. of 
subgrade. 

Lime shafts, 6" diameter filled with hydrated 
lime paste. 

1% hydrated lime mixed in the top 3 ft. of 
subgrade, sprinkled for three weeks and compacted. 

Scarified top 3 ft. of subgrade, sprinkled for 
three weeks and compacted. 

Subexcavated 2 ft., top of subgrade covered with 
asphalt membrane and backfilled with fine sand. 

Subexcavated 2 ft., backfilled with A-4 
material (silty soi l). 

Subexcavated 2 ft., asphalt membrane applied and 
backfilled with silty soil. 

Seibert Project(3) Lime shafts were used in one area of known 

swelling and lime till in another . Two standard sections were 

used for comparisons. 

Elk Springs Project(4) On this project there are several test 

sections with different thicknesses of Plant Mixed Bituminous 

Base Course placed directly on the subgrade. An asphalt membrane 

was applied to the ditch areaS from the edge of the base course 

to the same elevation on the back slope of the cut. There are 

two sections which have as a base course a one foot thick layer 

of dry embankment material completely surrounded by an asphalt 

membrane. 

Agate project(5) There are three test sections in this short 

project. One was subexcavated four feet and backfilled with 

a clay soil, and the middle section was subexcavated two feet 
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deep and backfilled with a clayey sand. The last section has 

an asphalt membrane applied directly to the subgrade and covered 

with a two inch sand cushion. The surfacing throughout the 

project consists of four inches of untreated base course and 

eight inches of Portland cement concrete pavement. 

Whitewater Project(6) Two small instrumented test sections were 

constructed in Mancos Shale on US 50 south of Grand Junction. 

In one section a plastic membrane was used to protect the sub

grade from moisture transferred from the subbase. In the other 

no protective membrane was provided. 

Other Projects(7) Lime shafts, lime till. asphalt membrane and 

subexcavation with clay backfill have been evaluated in different 

swelling soil areas of the State. 

TREATMENT RESULTS 

1. Thin sections (six inches and less) of bituminous pavements 

which had been placed directly on swelling soils had the 

shortest life. 

2. Test sections which were subexcavated and backfilled wi t h 

granular or permeable material had the next to worst 

performance. 

3. Lime till of one or three feet depth of treatment indicated 

average to good performance. 

4. Lime shafts six inches in diameter had average performance. 

5. Lime shafts one foot in diameter performed very well. 

6. Asphalt membrane sections had good performance. 

7. Sections subexcavated and backfilled with impervious material 

had good performance. 

It was noted that the amount of swelling in the Clifton Project 

did not vary in proportion to the depth of cut but apparently 

with the type of treatment. 
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TREATMENT COSTS 

Based on Colorado's 1972 Cost Data and computed for a 100 foot 

length of a four lane divided highwa~the costs for the various 

treatments are listed below . 

Description 

Scarify 3', sprinkle for 3 weeks and compact 

SUbexcavate 2', backfill with silty or clayey soil 

Scarify 3', mix in 1% hydrated lime, sprinkle 
for 3 weeks and compact 

Apply asphalt membrane to top of subgrade 

Mix top 12" of subgrade with 4% hydrated lime, 
sprinkle and compact 

Subexcavate 2', apply asphalt membrane and 
backfill with silty or clayey soil 

Subexcavate 2', backfill with fine sand 

Subexcavate 2', backfill with subbase 

SUbexcavate 2 ' , backfill with Structure Backfill 

Lime Shafts 

Subexcavate 2', place asphalt membrane 
and backfill with fine sand 

Subexcavate 2', backfill with coarse 
aggregate (3/4" to 1/4") 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Cost 

$ 540 

960 

1,240 

1,250 

1,660 

2,210 

2,530 

2,860 

3,000 

3,310 

3,780 

3,970 

The following recommendations are based on the experiences of 

Colorado Department of Highways in semi-arid areas but may be applicable 

in other states. 

1. 

2. 

In areas of low (0 to 10 PI) or zero swell potential -

standard design or full depth asphalt surfacing. 

In roadway cuts of medium (10 to 30 PI) swell potential -

sUbexcavate and backfill* with a uniform impermeable soil, 

preferably a silt or clay, A4 to A6 classification. 

*Backfill should be accomplished according to our Standard 
SpeCifications which limit the thickness of the horizontal 
layers placed to eight inches. Each layer should then be 
brought to optimum moisture and compacted to 95% of 
laboratory density determined by AASHTO T99 Method C or D. 
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3. In roadway cuts of high (above 30 PI or in areas of dry 

dense shales) swell potential - apply asphalt membrane 

across the full width of roadway and beyond the side 

ditches. Due to the energy crisis, availability is re

stricted and cost is high. A substitute for this treatment 

would be the method mentioned for Recommendation No.2. 

The description of depth and manner of treatment is included 

in Appendix C on page 28. It should be kept in mind that 

the procedure outlined in Appendix C is dependent on variables 

other than PI value. The moisture content, liquidity index 

or other parameters may reduce or eliminate swell potential 

resulting in Appendix C not being used. 

In areas of very dry dense subgrade such as the Mancos Shale 

formations in the semi-arid areas of western Colorado, sub

grading according to DOH Memo 323 may not be recommended. 

In these cases an asphalt membrane is used to keep the sub

grade in an in situ condition. 

Lime till has been successfully used in Colorado experimental 

projects only. Since lime till costs about 58% more than No. 2 

above, it has not been used as a standard construction procedure. 

Lime shafts have been used by maintenance. They can be in

stalled through surfacing and base course which reduces 

inconvenience to the public on established highways. They are 

usually spaced on 5' centers and drilled 10' deep using a 12" 

auger. Smaller diameter shafts have been ineffective. 

Maintenance sUbexcavation costs may approach or surpass the 

cost of lime shafts. This would require the removal of 

surfacing, base course and subexcavate, and then replace 

everything. 

If there is a water bearing layer at or just beneath the 

top of subgrade, other treatment s would be necessary. One 

method would be to leave this section unpaved until the 

swelling caused by unloading has nearly ceased. One of the 

test sections on the Elk Springs Project was located in this 
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type of situation. Perforated underdrains had been installed 

four to six feet beneath each side ditch, but there was 

considerable swelling in the roadway after it had been paved. 

This section had only four inches of hot bituminous pavement 

placed directly on the subgrade with an asphalt membrane 

extending from beneath the edge of pavement, under the ditch 

and up the backslope. The remainder of this cut is paved 

with nine inches of HBP and is performing very well. 

Full depth asphalt has performed quite well in Southeastern 

Colorado and is recommended for a drier and warmer climate. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR RESEARCH 

Perhaps the ?henomenon of swelling soils is too complicated, 

but a great help to highway engineers would be a simple quick test 

that would accurately predict the amount of swell in different soils. 

In many instances engineers have not allowed for a resulting 

amount of swelling, and maintenance costs have been exorbitant. 

Conversely, engineers have overdesigned and construction costs were 

more than necessary. 

Research in a large coordinated effort is needed to determine the 

feasibility of a simple test for swelling soils. If the results are 

promising, then the actual test should be determined and standardized 

for other states. 
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• 

METHODS OF SAMPl-ING AND TESTING 

APPENDIX A 

Standard Methods of 

Determining the Liquid Linlit of Soils 

:AASHO DESIGNATION: T 89-68 

DEFINmON 

1.1 'The liquid limit of a soil is that water content as determined in accordance with 
the following procedure at which the soil passes from a plastic 10 a liquid state. 

(AASHO STANDARD SPEClflCATJONS FOR HIGHWAY l!ATERIALS - 10th EDITfON) 
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METHODS OF SAMPLING AND TESTING T89 

APPARATUS 

2.1 Th. appar,tus shall con.ist of th. following: 

2.1.1 Dish.-A porcelain evaporating dish or similar mixing dish. about 4¥.: in. (liS 
mm) in diameter. 

2.1.2 Spatula.-A spatula or pill knife haVing a blade about 3 in. (76 mm) in length 
and about ~~ in. (19 mm) in width. 

2.1.3 . Liquid Limit Deviu.-A mechanical device consisting of a brass dish and ur
riage, con~tructed according to the plan and dimensions shown in Fig. 1. 

2.1.4" Grooving Tool.-A combined grooving tool and gage conforming to the di-
mensions shown in Fig. 1. . 

2.t.s Conlainer.S'.-Suitable containers such as matched watch glasses which will prc
ycnt loss of moisture during weighing. 

2.1.6 Ba/anct!.-A balance sensitive to 0.01 g. 
2.1.7 • OVt!n.-A tbermostatically controlled drying oven -capable of maintaining 

temperalure. of 110 ± 5 C (230 == 9 F) for drying moisture samples. 

H.U:O AUSeE" 

FIG. 1.-MulumictlILiqu.id u"mit De~;Ct6 

(AASHO STANDARD SPEClnCATIONS FOR HIGHWAY MA'l'ERIAL! - 10th EDITION) 
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Tl9 

SAMPLE 

METHODS OF SAMPLING AND 1ESTING 

F1G. 2.-Liquid limit dev~e with .roil 
MJ,mpl~ in pIQc~. 

MECHANICAL ME'ilfOD 

- "" . --

3.1 A sample weighing about 100 g. shaH be taken from the thorouply mixed por
tion of the material passing the 0.425 mm (No. 40) sieve which has been obtained mac· 
cordance with the Standard Method of Preparing Disturbed Soil Samples (AASHO T 87), 

- "- --oT'1he Standard Method of Wet Preparation of Disturbed Soil Samples for Test (AASHO 
T 146). . 

ADJUSfMENf OF MECHANICAL DEVICE 

4.1 . The liquid- limit d~vicc shal1 be inspected to determine that the device is in good 
working order; that the pin connecting the cup is not worn sutficiently to permit side pJay; 
that the screws connecting the cup to the hanger arm are tight; and that a groove 1:.~ not 
been worn in the cup through long usage. The grooving tool shaH be inspected to deter .. 
mine that the critical dimensions are as shown in Fig. 1. 

4.2 By means of the gage on the handle of the grooving tool, and the adjustment 
._-- plate H, Fig. 1. the height to which the cup C is lifted shall be adjusted so that the point 

on the cup which comes in contact with the base is exactly 1 em. (0.3937 in.) above b .. se. 
The adjustment plate H shall then be secured by tightening the screws, J. With the gage 
still in place, the adjustment shall be checked by revolving the crank rapidly scveral times. 
)f the adjustment is correct a slight ringing sound will be heard when the cam strik~ the 
cam follower. If the cup is raised off the gage' or no sound is heard, further adjusament 
shall be mad •. 

PROCEDURE 

5.1 The soil sample shall be placed in the mixing dish and thoroughly mixed with 
JS to 20 cc of distilled or demineralized water. by alternately and rcreatedl), stin:ing. 
knead inc. and chopping with a spa tub. Further additions of water shall be made ia inerc· 
ments of J to 3 cc. Each increment of wafer shall be thoroughly mil:ed with 'be soil as 

(AASHO STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR HIGHWAY MATERIALS - 10th EDiTIOS) 
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METHODS OF SAMPLING AND TESTING T89 

previously described before another increment of water is added. The cup of the Jiquid Jim· 
it device should not be used (or mixing soil and water. 

5.1 When sufficient water has been thoroughly mixed with the soil to form a uni· 
form rJ'l215S of stiff consistency. a sufficient quantity of this mixture shaH be placed in the 
cup :loove the spot where the cup rests on the hase and shall Illtn be squeezed and spread 
into the position shown in Fig. 2 with as few strokes of the spOttula as possible, care being 
taken to prc,,'ent the entrapment of air bubbles within the mass. With Ihe spatula the soil 
shall be leveled and at the same time trimmed. to a depth of 1 em at the point of maxi· 
mum thickness. The excess soil shall be returned to the mixing dish. The soil in the cup 
of -the mechanical device shall be divided by a firm stroke of the grooving tool along the 
diameter through the center line of the cam follower so that a dean sharp groove of the 
proper dimensions will be formed. To avoid tearing ot the sides of the groove or slipping 
of the soil cake on the cup, up to six strokes from front to bad: or from back to front 
counting as one stroke, shall be permitted. The depth of the groove should be increased 
with each stroke and only the last stroke should scrape the bottom of the cup . . 

5.3 The cup containing the sample prepared as described in S.2 shaH be lifted and 
dropped by turning the crank F at the rate of two revolutions per second until the two 
sides of the sample COme in contact at the bottom of the groove along a distance of about 
1~ inch 02.7 mm). The number of shods required to close the groove this distance shall be 
recorded. The base of the machine shall not be held with the free hand while t:.e crank. F is 
turned. -

NO'I'E I.-Some soils tend to sUde on th.e surrace of the cup instead or ftowin8. if this occurs. more water 
5hould be added to the sample and remixed. then the soil-water mixture placrd in the cup, a IIroove cut 
wilh tbe erooving tool and S.2 repelltd. If the soil continues to slide on lhr eUfl at :1 lelser number of 
blows Ihan :no the test is not applicable and a note should be made that 1M liquid limit could not be 
determined. 

5.4 A slice of soil approximately th~ width of the spatula, extending fro'm edge to 
edge of the soil cake at rjght angles to the groove and including that portion of the 
groove in which the soil flowed together. shall be removed ' and placed in a suitable con· 
tain~r. The container ae:! soil sha.1I t!>en be weighed and tile weight recorded. The soil in 
the container shall be oven-dried to constant weight at 110 :t. S C (230 ± 9 F) and 
weighed. This weight shall b~ recorded and the loss in weight due to drying shall be re· 
corded as th~ weight of water. 

S.s The soil remaining in the cup shall be tranderred to the mixing dish. The cup 
and grooving tool shall then be washed and dried in preparation (or the nut trial. 

S.6 The foregoing operations shall be repeated for at least two additional portions of 
the sample to which sufficient water has been added to bring the soil to a mor~ fluid can· 
dition. The object of this procedure is to obtain samples of such consistency that at least 
one determination will be made in each of the following ranges of shocks: 25 - 35. 20 
- 30, 15 - 2S, so the range in the three determinations; is at least 10 shocks. 

CALCULATION 

6.1 The water content of the soil shaH be expressed as the moisture content in per· 
centage of the weight of the oven.-dric:d soil and shaH be calculated as follows: 

• wI, or wllter 
Pcrcellta.J( mOisture - WI. or oven-dried soil X 100 

PREPARATION OF FLOW CURVE 

'al A "How curve" representing the relation between moisture content and carre· 
sponding number of shocks shaJl be ploued on a semiJoS3rilhmjc graph with the moisture 
conlents as ab:>cissae on the arithmetical scale. and the number of shocks as ordinates on 
the logarithmic scale. The flow curve shall be a straight line drawn as neatly as possible 
through ahe three or more plotted points. 

CAASHO STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOn IfIGHWAY MATERIALS - 10th EDITJON) 
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T89 METHODS OF SAMPLING AND TESTING 

UQUID LIMIT 

8.1 The moisture content corresponding to the intersection of the flow CUf\'C with 
the 25 shock ordinate shall be taken as the liqnid limit of the soil. Report this value to 
the·neaTe,t whole number. 

MECHANICAL METIlOD (ALTERNATE) 

SAMPLE 

'.1 A sample weighing.bout SO g. shan be takon a. described in Section 3. 

PROCEDURE 

10.1 The procedure shall be the same as prescribed in Section 5.1 through 5.5 ex· 
"pi that the initial amount of water to De added in accordance witb $cction S.l shaH be 
approximately 8 to 10 cc aodthe moisture sample taken in accordance with Section SA 
shall be taken only for the ac:upted trial. 

10.2 At least two groove closures shall. be observed before onc is accepted for the 
record. w as to assure that tbe accepted number of blows is truly characteristic of the soil 
under test. ." 

NOTE 2.-5ome soUs An slow to absorb watertth«efore It is possible to add Ihe inc:remalts or water 
10 fast that a false liquid limit Tafae if oblained. his un be. aVOided if more miUng udJOI' lime fl J.l.. 
lowed. 

10".3 Groove closures between.1S and 40 blows may be .ccepted jf variations of ± 5 
percent of the true liquid limit 3re tolerable. 

10.4 For accuracy eqUJl to thai obtained by the standard thrt"c-point method. the ac
cepted raulllber of blows for groove cio.:;ure shall be restricted between 22 and 28 blows. 

CALCULATION 

1 t.l The water (onteu, of the soil at .the time of the accepted dosurc' shall be calcu
lated in accordance with Section 6. 

UQUID UMIT 

12.1 The liquid limit shan be determined by one of the " following methods: the nom
ograph. Figure 3; the multicurve chart. Figure 4, the slide-rule with a special "blows" 
scale, Figure :Sf of by any Olher method of calculation that produces equally accurate"liq- " 
uid limit values. The standard three-point method shall be used as a referee test 10 settle 
.n controversies. 

12.1 The key in Figure 3 illustrates the use of the nomograph (meaD slope). 
12.3 The chart (multi..flow-curve). Figure 4. is used by plotting on it a point repre

scnring the moisture content vs. number of blows for the acctpted trial, and drawing a 
line through the ploUed poinl parallel 10 the nearest chan curve. The moisture content cor
responding to the intersection of this line with the 2S-blow linc shall be recorded as the liq
uid limit. 

12.4 The special slide-rule. Figure S. is t\sed by selting the hair line of the indicator .. 
slide coincident with the A-scale value of the moisture content for the accepted groove 
closure. and moving the special scale until the number of blows used for" closure is also 
under the hair line. The liquid limit will then be found on the A-scale opposite the end in
dex of the B-scak. or opposite the middle index of the B-scale, which in turn is directly in 
Jine with the 2S-blow mark: of the special sC'ale. 

(AASnO STANDARD SPD:JFJCATIQNS FOR HIGHWAY )(ATERIALS - 10th EDITION) 
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METHODS OF SAMPLING AND TESTING 

" 

Flo. 3.-Nomogrophic Chart D~v~/oped by the J¥ote'M'ays Expu;ml'nt Slotion. 
Corps 0/ Enginurs, U. S. Army, 10 Determine Liquid Limit UsitlC M~tJn 

Slope M <lhod. 

(AASnO STANDARD SPEClflCATJONS FOR HIGHWAY MATERIALS - 10th EDITION) 
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Ta9 METHODS OF SAMPLING AND TESTING 

llANO METIIOD (AI.TERNA TE) 
SAMPLE 

1l.1 A sample weighing about 30 g. shaU be taken from the thoroughly mixed por .. 
lion of the material passing the 0.425 mm (No. 40) sieve which has been obtained in ac

--"co"''''dance with the Standard Method of Dry Preparation of Disturbed Soil Samples 
(AASHO T 87) or the Standard Method of Wet Preparation of Disturbed Soil Samples for 
TeSt (AASHO T 146) . 

.:. ___ PROCEDURE 

14.1 The air~dried soit shaH be ptaced in the mixing dish and thoroughly mixed wjth 
distiUed or demineralized water until the mass becomes a thick paSlc. The mass of soil 
shall then be shaped into a lay~r 1 em (approximately;s in.) in thickness at the center 
and divided ii1l0 two pOrtions with the grooving 1001 as shown in the illustration at the top 
of Fig. 6. 

14.% The dish shall be held firmly in one hand, with the groove parane] to the line 
___ 2.L!ig~t, and rapped lightly with a horizontal motion a(:ainst the heel of the other hand JO 

times. The intensity of the blows shaH be such that the effect on the soil sample is equiva· 
lent to that produced by 25 shocks applied to a sample of the soH at the same mois~ure 
content by dropping the brass cup of the mechanical device through 'a distance of 1 em. 

·(0.3937 in.) at the rate of two drops per second. . 
14.3 If (tie lower edges of the two-soil portions do not flow together, as shown at 

the bottom of Fig. 6, after 10 blows have been struck, the moisture content is below. the 
liquid limit. More water shall be added and the procedure repeated. If the lower edges 
meet before 10 blows have been struck, the moisture cont..:nt is above the liquid'limit Zlld 
the soil should be dried in an air current or by some other suitable method until - more 
than 10 blows are required to close the groove. Small increments of water: should then be 
added until the groove can be closed with' 10 blows. Dry soil shall not be added to in
crease t~e number of blows required to close the groo\'e. 

__ .. _ 14.4 ,"'hen the lower edges of the two portions of the soil cake flow together for a 
distance of approximately ~'!! in. (12.7 mm) as shown in the illustration at the bottom of 
Fig. 6. after 10 blows have struck. the moishlre content equals the liqui.d limiL 

14.5 A slice of soil approximately the width of the spatula. extending (rom edge to 
edge of the soil cake at right angles to the groove and including that portion of lhe 
groove in which the soil flowed together, shall be removed and placed in a suitabJe container. 
The container and the soil shall then be weighed and the weight recorded_ lhc: soil in 
the container shall be oven-dried to constant weight at 110 == S C e230 :"; 9 F) and 
weighed. This weight shall be recorded and the loss in weight due. to drying shall be re-
tarded as the weight of water. . 

l),vID£!> SOIL CA.KE BEFORt TE$T 

SOIL CAKE An£A T[ST 

FlO. ',-Diagram Illustrating Liquid Limit 1~"'. 

(AASHO STANDARD &PECIF1C.AT.IO.NS FOR HIGHWAY MATERIALS - 10th EDITION, 
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METHODS OF SAMPLING AND"TESTING 1"89 

CALCULA110N 

15al The liquid limit is expressed as the moisture content in percentage of the 
weigbtof the oven-dried soil and shall be calculated as follows: 

. .. LIquid~, _ wL ot waler X JOO 
wt. of own4f'ied toil 

"" " 
CHECK OR REFEREE ~ 

METHOD TO BE USED 

Ui.1 In making check or rcieree teSts, the mechanical method shall be used. The re-
sults of liquid limit tests are influenced by: 

16.1 .. 1 The time required to make the test. 
16.1.2 The moisture content at which the tcst is begun. 
16.1.3 l"he addition of dry soil to the seasoned 'sample. 

PROCEDYRE --
17.1 Therefore, in making the mechanical liquid limit test for check or referee pur

poses, the following time schedule shall. be used: 
11.1.1 Mixing of soil with water-S to 10 minutes, the longer period ~ing used for 

the more plastic soils. 
17.1.2 Seasoning in the humidifier-30 minutes. 
17.1.3 RC'.mixing heron placing in the brass cu~Add 1 ce. of water and mix for 1 

minute. 
17.!.4 Placing in the brass cup and testing-3 minutes. 
!1.1.S Adding water and remixing-3 minutes. 
17.1 No trial requiring more than 35 blows or less than 15 blows shall be record~d. 

. ' '' In-no case shall dried soil be added to the seasoned soil being tested. 

---0---

Standard Methods of 

Detennining the Plastic Limit and Plasticity Index of Soils 

AASHO DESIGNATION: T 90-70 

DEFlNmONS 

1.1 The plastic Jimit of a soil js the 'owrst water content determined in accordance 
with the following procedure at which the soil remains plastic. The plasticity index of a 
soil is the range in water coqtent, expressed as a percentage of the weight of the oven
dried soil. within which the material is in a plastic Slate. It is the numerical difference be· 
tween the liquid limit and plastic limit of the soil. 

APPARATUS 

1.1 The apparatus shall consist of the following: 
2.1.1 D;!h.-A porcJcain evaporating dish. or similar mixing dish about 4~! inches 

(11S mm) in diameter. 
2.1.2 Spalu/a.-A .!iopatula or piIJ knife having a blade about) inches (76 mm) iu 

length a~d about ~.I inch (19 rom) in width. 

(AASHO S'tANDAUD SPECIFICATIONS FOR HIGHWAY MATERIALS - 10th EDITION) 
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no METHODS OF SAMPLING AND TESTING 

:L1.3 Sur/au for Rolling.-A ground giass plate or piece of smooth, unglazed pIlper 
on which to roll the sample. 

2.1.4 Containt"ys.-Suitablc containers, such as matched watch glasses, which _ill 
prevent luss of moisture during w(.ighing. 

2.1.5 Balallcf.-A balance sensitive to 0.01 "g. 
1.1-.6 ' O\"ell.-A thermostatically confrolled drying oven capable of maintaining Clem

peratures of 110 ± 5 C (230 '" 9 F) for drying samples. 

SAMPLE 

3.1 If the plastic limit only is required. take a quantity of soH weigbing about 2D g 
from. the thoroughly mixed portion of the material passing the 0.425 mm sieve,. ob-
tained in accordance -with the Standard Method of Dry Preparation of Disturbed Soil 
Samples for Test (AASHO T 87) or the Standard Method of Wet Preparation of Dis
turbed Soil Samples for Test (AASHO T 146). Place the air-dried soil in a mixing dish 
and thoroughly mix with distilled or demineralized water until the mass becomes p~tic 
enough to be easily shaped into a baJJ. Take a portion of thls ball weighing about g !: for 
the test sample. . 

3.2 If both the liquid and- plastic Jimits arc required. ta}:e a test sample weighing 
about 8 g from the thoroughly. wet and mixed portion of the soil prepared in accordance 
with the Standard Method 01 Test for liquid limit for Soils (AASHO T 89). T.k.e the 
sample at any stage of the mixing process at which the mass becomes plastic enough to be 
easily shaped into a ball without sticking to the fingers excessively when squeezed. H the 
sample is taken t.cfore completion of the liquid limit test. set it aside and allow to season 
in air until the liquid limit test has been completed. If the sample taken during the Equid 
limit lest is too dry to permit rolling 10 a ~--8 in. (3 .2 mm) thread, add more water 8.acJ re
miL 

PROCEDURE 

4.1 Squeeze and form the 8-g test sample taken in accordance with 3.1 or 3.:! into 
an ellipsoidal-shape mass. Roll this mass between the fingers and the ground-glass prate or 
a piece of paper lying on a smooth horizontal surface with just sufficient pressure to roll 
the mass into a thread of uniform diameter throughout its length. The rOlte of rolling shail 
be between 80 and 90 strokes per. min., counting a stroke as one complete motion of the 
hand forward and hack to the starting position again. 

4.1 When the diameter of the thread becomes 1..6 in. (3.2 mm) break the thread into 
six or ei1!ht pieces. Squeeze the pieces together between the thumbs and fingers of both 
hands into a uniform mass roughly ellipsoidal in shape. and rc:roll. Continue this aJt~3te 
rolling to a thread %! in. (3.2 mm) in diameter, gathering together. kneading and rer~ning. 
until the thread crumbles under the pressure required for roll ing and the soil can no long
er be rolled into a thread. The crumbling may occur when the thread has a di':"''"neter 
greater than % in. (3.2 mm). This shall be considered a satisfactory end point. provided 
the soil has been previously rolled into a thread % in. (3.2 mm) in diameter. The crum
bling will manifest itself differently with the various types of soil. Some soils · faU apart in 
numerous small aggregations of particles; others may form an outside U!bular layer that 
starts splitting at. both · ends. The splitting progresses toward the middle. and finally? the 
thread fall5 apart in many small pJary panicles. Heavy day soils require- much pressure to 
deform the thread, particularly as they approach the plastic limit. and finally. the mread 
breaks into a series of barrel·shaped scgme-nts each about 'A to % in. (6.4 to 9.5 mm) in 
lencth. At no time shall the operator attempt to produce failure at ~-:actJy %·io 0 .2 mm) 
diameter by aUowing the- .thread to reach ~ ~ in. (3 .2 mm) then reducing the rate of rolling 
or the hand pressure. or both. and continuing the rolling without further dcCormation until 
the thread falls apart. It is permissible, however, to reduce the total amount of defonna· 
tion for feebly plastic soils by making the in itial diameter of the ellipsoidal-shaped maSS 
nearer to the required % in. (3.2 mm) final diameter. 

4.3 Gather the portions of the crumbled soil together and place in a suitable tared 
contai!1er. \Veigh the container and soil to the nearest 0.01 g and record the weight. Oven-

(AASHO STANDARD SPECIFlCATlONS FOR HIGHWAY MATERIALS - 10th EDITION) 
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dry lhe soil in the' container to ("onstanl weight at lJO ± 5 C (230 :: 9 F) and weigh to 
the nearest 0.01 g. Record the Joss in weighl as the weight of Waler. 

CALCULA nONS 

. 5.1 Calculate the plastic limit. expressed as the water content in percentage of :tlic 
weight of the oven-dry soil. as follows: 

PI . ,. • ..t. ot waler 100 
Uh~ lma' .- WI. or oven.clry lOi1 X . 

Report the plastic "limit to the nearcst whole number. . .. 
5.2. Calculate the plasticity index of a soH as the difference between iI's liquid 'limit 

and its plastic limit, as follows: 

Plasticity in -.:. -= liquid limit - plastic: limit 

5.3 Report the difference ca1culated as ind·icated in S.2 as the plasticity index. eruPt 
. under the following conditions: ' . . 

5.3.1 . When the liquid limit or plastic limit cannot be determined, report 'the p1a:Stid
ty index as NP {non-plastic). 

5.:3.2 When the plastic limit is equal to, or ,reater than, the liquid limit, rePort the 
plasticity index as NP. ' 

---0---

, . 

. .' , ; 
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APPENDIX B 

COLORADO PROCEDURE L-3103 

THIRD CYCLE EXPANSION PRESSURE TEST 

CP L-3103 
Page 1 

1.1 This method covers the procedure for performing the third 

cycle expansion pressure test on expansive soils. The method also includes 

the determination of the cover required over subgrade soil to minimize its 

expansive·potential. 

APfARATUS 

2.1 The equipment and tools required for this procedure are the 

same as those described in AASHO T 190-66, with the following exceptions: 

the mechanical compactor, mold holder, funnel, and exudation device are not 

used. 

SJIL PREPARATION 

3.1 Air dry or oven dry Cat a temperature not exceeding 140 F) a 

sufficient amount of soil to form a compacted specimen 4 inchl!s in diameter 

by 2.5 inches high. 

3.1.1 

3 •. 2 

content. 

Determine the moisture content of the specimen. · 

Calculate additional water needed to obtain the desired moisture 

3.3 Calculate amount of soil required to obtain the desired density 

for a specimen 4 inches in diameter and 2.5 inches high. 

3.4 

3.5 

3.5.1 

3.5.2 

Thoroughly mix the soil and water and allow to stand overnight. 

Place the soil into the mold. 

Plac~ a metal follower on the soil. 

Apply a vertical pressurp at the rate of 0.05 inch per minute 

until specimen height is 2.5 i.nches. 

3.5.3 

3.5.4 

sure device. 

3.5.5 

Allow specimen to rebound at least one-half hour. 

P:ace deflection gauge in position on top bar of expansion pres-

Use ·an Allen wrench to raise or lower the adjustment plug until 

the deflection gauge is on minus 0.0010 inch. 

3.5.6 

3.5.7 

turntable. 

3.5.8 

Place a perforated brass plate with rod on top of test specimen. 

Place mold on turntable after first placing a filter paper on 

Seat perforated brass plate firmly on specimen with pressure 

~pplied from fingers. 

22 
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3.5.9 Turn table up until dial indicator reads zero. 

3.5.10 Pour approximately 200 ml of ~ater on the specimen in mold and 

allow to stand for 16 to 24 hours. 

3.5.11 At the end of the standing period reli eve any expansion pres

sure that has been developed by turning the turntable do~ until the rod 

on the perforated plate barely breaks contact ~ith the spring steel bar. 

3.5.12 If, as a result of this relieving of pressure, the deflection 

gauge returned to the initial starting reading of minus 0.0010 in., immedi

ately raise the turntable until the deflection gauge reads zero. 

3.5.13 Allo~ to stand for 16 to 24 hours. 

3.5.14 If the deflection gauge does not return ,to the starting value 

of minus 0.0010 in. (indicating that a set has been taken by the spring 

steel bar) use the Allen ~rench to turn the adjustment plug and reset the 

deflection gauge to minus 0.0010 in. 

3.5.15 Turn the turntable up to z,ero on the gauge as before. 

3.5.16 Allo~ to stand for 16 to 24 hours. 

3.5.17 At the end of the second standing period, relieve the expan

sion pressure ~hich has developed and reset ' in accordance ~ith the appro

priate procedures listed above. 

3.5.18 Allow to stand for another 16 to 24 hours. 

3.5.19 Read and record deflection reading at the end of the third 

standing period. 

DETERMINATION OF COVER REQUIREMENTS 

4.1 Determine the third cycle expansion pressure value by convert-

inc the dial reading into expansion pressure in pounds per square inch by 

enterine the abscissa on Figure 1, and recording the expansion pressure at 

the int ~rsection with the diaeonal line from the ordinat e scale. 

Nlrm - The third cycle expansion pressure value in psi is located in 

Table 1. The depth of cover On inches to profile erade) is 

read in the opposite column. 
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MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE THIRD CYCLE 
EXPANSION PRESSURE VALUES 

De pth Below 
Profile Grade Lbs!Sq. 

(Inches) 

12 1.88 
13 1.99 
14 2.09 
15 2.20 
16 2.31 
17 2.41 
18 2.52 
19 2.63 
20 2.73 
21 2.8tl 
22 2.95 
23 3.05 
24 3.16 
2" 3.25 
2(, 3.34 
27 3.43 
28 3.52 
29 3.61 
30 3.70 
31 3.80 
32 3.89 
33 3.99 
34 4.09 
35 4.18 
36 4.28 
37 4.36 
38 4.43 
39 4.51 
40 4.59 
41 4.66 
42 4.74 
43 4.83 
4£1 4.91 
45 5.00 
46 5.08 
47 5.17 
48 5.25 

Tabl e 1 
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APPENDIX B (continued) 

EXAMPlB 

Const. _ _ _ 

Lab No. 36 -74-
THIRD CYCLE EXPANSION PRES SURE Test NO • ...L.I=4-=---_ 

STABILOMETER TEST 

S.I. g, (J 
18 K /0 
Regiona I Factor~/~·'''"'.o,,-_ ______ _ 
Exp. Pressure; R = ____ , SN = ___ _ 
300 P'S.I.; R= , SN = ___ _ 

Classification 4- 7-§V9,2 
P las tic I nde x __ ~o~~,-,JO",,_,---__ _ 

% Passing 
As Rec'd. As Run 

I" ____ 1-__ _ 
3/4" ____ j-__ _ 

3/8" ___ -,-.1-__ _ 
4 _----/./CL" /)£<41'. __ _ 

10 ___ q~c;. __ _ 

40 ---+c' Q'9 '-t------
200 9z1 

Cylinder No. __________________ . ~2,=-,,6",--___________ _ 
C.C. H

2
0 ___________________ ___ . 

% H
2
0 Added ________________ _ 

P.S.I. on Foot __ " __________ ___ . 

E P D· I R d' l sf. A 62. xp. ressure la ea mg. _Q'. ...,I""',-",;-=-_ ___ _ - - ----_.-
II- jI It ". __ ~':!._. --",2..L/~O __ ____ _ 
/I " ". ~' _ __ ,,!!trI-L/;!-Z~/==-_ _________ . 

Exp,. Pn!SS. ,crdH} c;,.,;l flI$- l. .3, (>.!> 
Tofal cover reqcl 
fo I'rof'/Ie Gr,u/~ /ocne.f g._~~£: __ 

1000 
2000 

80 _____________ _ 
160 ____________ _ 

Turns Displacement __________ • 
·JRII Value ____________________ _ 

STABILOMETl-:R 

Structural Number (SNL_. ____________ __ _ 

DENSITY OF SAMPLE 

Height of Sample __________ _ _ 
Weight of Cyl. a Sample __ __ _ 
Weight of Cylinder Tare ___ __ _ 
Compo Wet Wt. of Sample ___ _ 
Dry Weight of Sample _______ _ 
Camp. Moisture, % ________ __ . ___ _ 
Dry Density, Lbs.lcu.ft. _______ _______ _ 

Orig. Wt. ____ _ 

Dry WI. 
Hygro. ---- ---- ---- ----
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APPENDIX B (continued) 

Treatment for expansive soils should be done as outlined in 

DOH Memo No. 323. Indication of swell potential will normally be 

based on the third cycle expansion pressure test. This test is a 

modification of the standard expansion pressure test. For expansive 

soils, the standard test does not allow enough volume change and high 

pressures sometimes develop which would be relieved if more volume 

change were permitted. The third cycle expansion pressure test consists 

of placing standard stabilometer "R" value specimens in the expansion 

pressure device. The specimen is allowed to expand overnight with 

water on top. The following day the expansion is read. up to this 

point the standard test and third cycle test are the same and the 

standard test is finished. For the third cycle test, the expansion 

is read and released back to the starting point and the specimen is 

allowed to expand for a second time overnight. The reading is taken 

and the -pressure is again released and the specimen allowed to expand 

for the third time. The expansion pressure taken the third time is 

taken for the test value. This value is then used to determine the 

depth below profile grade to treat by converting dial readings to 

pounds per square inch by means of a table. The pounds per square 

inch is then converted to depth of reworked, impervious material to 

be compacted over the undisturbed expansive soil. 

The advantage of the "third cycle" test over the standard (one 

cycle) expansion pressure testis that it improves the discrimination 

between the relatively low-volume-change silty materials and the 

high-volume-change clays. The fact that some volume change is permitted 

in the specimen during the test apparently makes this possible. 

The third cycle expansion pressure test was correlated with linear 

expansion in California. 
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APPENDIX C 

DEPAR'lMENT OF HIGil'IAYS 
STA'IE OF CDLORADO 

4201 East Arkansas Avenue 
Denver, Colorado 80222 

TO STAFF DIVISION ENGINEERS PND DISTRICT ENGINEERS: 

OOH MeIro 11323 
1/5/66 

( CONSTRUCTION) 
Swelling Soils 

For a number of years the Department has been studying the problem of 
swelling soils. To date we do not have the complete answer to this problem. 
However, sufficient researoh worl<: has been performed that we feel the follOl>l
ing method of control of swelling soils should be used by the Department until 
I1'Dre information is available. 

PaVeme!1t distortion from swell has been found only on eX[)ansive soils 
and was II'DSt prevalent on soils of the A-6 and A-7 groups and on borderline 
soils between the A-~ and the A-6 and A-7 groups. Also, certain A-2-6 and 
A-2-7 soils which are borderline with the A-6 and A-7 r;roups have produced 
some swell. 

Critical problems in the past have occurred prinarily in cut areas 
where rroisture-density treatlrent has been to conparatively shallovl depths 
(one foot or less). 

The folla.ing tables are intended as a guide to determine the depth of 
treatlrent in cuts for the soil types desCribed abOve. 

SUGGESTED TREATMENT BELeM NORMAL SUBGRADE ELEVATION 
FOR PROJECI'S ON INTERSTATE AND PRIMARY SYS'lnl 

Plasticity Index 

10 - 20 
20 - 30 
30 - ~o 
~o - 50 
over 50 

Depth of Treatment 

2 feet 
3 feet 
4 feet 
5 feet 
6 feet 

SUGGESTED TREA'lMENT BELCJ./ NORMAL SUBGRADE ElEVATION 
FOR PROJECI'S ON SECDNDARY AND STATE SYSTEM 

Plasticity Index 

10 - 30 
30 - 50 
over 50 
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Depth of Treatment 

2 feet 
3 feet 
4 feet 
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Treatment shall consist of rermvirig the material thrcug]:J.out the cut to 
the required depth. Swelling soils renx:>ved can be used elsewhere on the 
project because they will have been brokm up and soil particles will have 
been disoriented. We have not experienced problems in embankments constructed 
of swelling soils. Backfill materials may be obtained from any other cut or 
source developed on the project and may be of the SallE soil classification as 
materials rermved. Also, if it proves to be economically so\md, the materials 
reJroved may be hauled back in and used as backfill. All backfill materials 
are to be OClIIq)acted in accordance with plans and specifications. It is of 
p~ :inp:>rtance that any swelling soils used either in embankments or as 
bafiu be thoroughly broken up with sheepsfoot rollers or other suitable 
equipment which will assure complete disorientation of soil particles. 

Agreement on actual depth to be treated should be reached between the 
Design Engineer, Materials Engineer and District Engineer prior to completion 
of the plans of each project involving swelling soils • 

TCR:ntw 

Distribution 
Districts 1 to 1; incl. 
District $' i (-, 
Mr. Shumate 
Mr. Bower 
Mr. Merten 
Mr. Zulian 
Office .~ervi~s 
' :: . :~. . " - . 

- so 
- 25 
- I 
- 1 
- 1 
- I 
- ~ . 
.. .. / l) 

• C. BOiJER 
Dep..ity Olief lligineer 

Staff Materials Engineer - 10 
Staff Construction Engineer - 10 
Planning and Research - 5 
Staff Design - 27 
\>layne Capron - '1.0 
R. B. Dudley - 20 
Stock - 50 
~_ - '" '5" 
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